Abstract-This study introduces an extended optimal filtering technique for adaptive-on-transmit radar based on the transmission of pseudorandom noise waveforms as a method to simultaneously achieve low sidelobe level and spectral purity without degrading the main peak of the cross-correlation function. The proposed method is an extended version of the classical optimal filtering technique, resulting in longer codes with three simultaneously improved features that usually work in trade-off: 1) the cross-correlation function (CCF) sidelobe level is reduced in direct proportion to the filter length, K ; 2) the out-ofband spectral suppression is at least 40 dB for pseudorandom binary sequences (PRBS); and 3) the frequency spectrum tail presents a decay given by K −4 , offering larger out-of-band frequency suppression. The proposed technique provides skew-symmetry to the input signal and is tested on PRBS, Barker, and Golay pair of complementary codes. The proposed codes are also demonstrated to be Doppler resistant and offer better multipath capability.
INTRODUCTION
The search for new codes with a given performance metrics is a common practice for many applications including radar applications. Often in this process, the objective is to improve upon a specific feature of the code. For example, a CCF with lower sidelobe levels can be achieved using codes with comparatively larger lengths. In order to obtain higher lengths some properties of well-known codes, such as the skew symmetry [1] , can be explored to reduce the search effort. An alternative choice would consist of designing a completely new code instead of making use of the property of an existing code. However, this option can lead to a larger research effort, sometimes required of introducing deep changes in the involved hardware structures. In this paper, we discuss a way to provide a skew-symmetry to a binary code of any length. This solution can be combined with a transmitter able to modify the transmitting signal, becoming the set in a powerful adaptive transmitter system.
In radar applications, adaptive-on-transmit (AT) techniques are used at the transmitting end as a way to combat the adverse effects of the dynamically changing propagation environment. One of these AT techniques consists of manipulating one initial waveform, usually binary coded sequences, to achieve a new transmitted sequence having some desired characteristics. Two of the desired characteristics are that: (1) the sidelobe level (SLL) of the cross-correlation between the transmitted and the received waveform is minimal, and (2) the spectrum of the transmitted sequence should be either fully bandlimited and/or provide sufficient out-of-band suppression (OBS). This latter parameter is measured as the amplitude of the first sidelobe present in the frequency spectrum magnitude of the transmitted code. It is desirable to maintain an OBS value as low as possible.
A typical AT technique is given in the form of a waveform-filter pair [2, 3] , as in Fig. 1 . According to this technique, an input digital binary code s M is transformed into a new code q K via a matrix transformation A. This matrix acts on some aimed features of the original code s M , such as the SLL noise, so the performance of this method can be seen as a filter. The resulting output q K , termed reference code in [2, 3] is a new code having the same length as the filter K > M .
However, AT techniques can work only on one feature of the transmitted waveform, and as a result other attributes can be negatively impacted. This is also the case for the waveform-filter pair method. If this technique is applied to a binary sequence, specifically, the pseudorandom binary sequence (PRBS) to reduce the SLL below a certain threshold, the OBS is negatively impacted. That is, the spectral purity of the transmitted signal will be compromised due to work in trade-off with the SLL.
In this paper, we report an improved method to obtain a waveform-filter pair suitable as an AT approach. This method makes use of skew-symmetry property such that better performing codes are obtained from an input binary code of any length. The outcome is a longer transmitted code, herein named as extended optimal code, which can achieve simultaneously both lower aperiodic CCF SLL, and spectrally clean waveforms with an increased OBS level, which becomes a positive feature, directly proportional to the filter/code length K ≥ 2 · M . The main CCF peak, however, remains unaffected, and thereby enhances the dynamic range of the system as well as its ability to detect weaker returns. The outcome is a sidelobe spread-out measured in terms of integrated sidelobe level (ISL); the secondary sidelobes energy is distributed over a larger delay range. As a result, we find more samples of the CCF delay range with secondary sidelobes presence but with an amplitude level considerably reduced. The proposed extended technique indicates Doppler tolerance, and so an opposite tendency for the waveforms designed to achieve minimum CCF SLL.
The waveform-filter method presented herein has its roots in the classical optimal filter method [2, 3] which takes an input a binary code to transform it in an outcoming signal with reduced SSL. However, we demonstrate that this transformation only works properly with skewsymmetrical codes. Even for this case, the filtering proposed does not achieve an optimal performance in terms of equal distribution of secondary sidelobes energy or CCF ISL, nor an optimal frequency spectrum.
We show in Subsection 2.1 that this classical version presents an unbalanced distribution of the CCF SLL peaks. This fact was observed for the cases of PRBS and complementary codes [4] , particularly with the Golay code pairs. Even though a modification to the classical optimal filter method is introduced to solve this limitation, the aimed trade-off between CCF SLL and OBS is not achieved. As a novel solution, we designed an extended version that achieves simultaneous improvement on both attributes for any kind of binary coded sequences. Subsequently, we refer our proposed method as the "extended version". Additionally, keeping the terminology used by Greip in [2] , we apply the label "optimal" to indicate the finest simultaneous performance in terms of CCF SSL reduction, equal CCF ISL distribution and reduced OBS in the frequency spectrum.
Extended codes, as proposed here, possess narrowband features in the related frequency spectrum. This property impacts other important features, such as low probability of detection and intercept (LPD/LPI), immunity to external electromagnetic interference (EMI), spectral efficiency, and immunity to jamming.
In Section 2, we briefly discuss theoretical preliminaries related to classical optimal filters and their modified form. In Section 3, the extended version is discussed.
This section highlights the commonalities and differences with the classical version.
The performance analysis for Barker, PRBS and Golay codes is presented in Subsections 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. This performance is compared to the given by other windowing techniques in Subsection 3.4. It is demonstrated in Section 4, that the proposed extended technique is Doppler resistant. Section 4 also discusses the multipath capabilities of the proposed extended codes. In Section 5, we briefly discuss the theoretical background, regarding concepts about the use of AT techniques, noise level mitigation as well as interest of the waveform-filter pairs. An overall scope about the possible application of the extended codes is also depicted in Section 5. Finally, conclusions are offered in Section 6.
BRIEF THEORETICAL BACKGROUND TO CLASSI-CAL OPTIMAL AND MODIFIED OPTIMAL FILTERS

Classical Optimal Filters
The optimal filtering technique [2, 3] can be applied to find an optimal code q = {q K } for a transmitted binary signal, s = {s M }. The target feature is that the cross-correlation between the original and the new code offers minimal CCF SLL. This technique works well with codes having some symmetrical or repetitive behaviour, such as the Barker codes. However, it results in increased CCF SLL levels for codes with non-repetitive behaviour in the CCF shape and/or in the binary pattern, such as PRBS and/or Golay complementary code pairs, this latter with skew-symmetrical pattern [5] . A skew-symmetric binary sequence is formed by interleaving an odd length symmetric sequence with an even length asymmetric sequence. This means that a skew-symmetric binary sequence (a 0 , a 1 , . . . , a N ) meets the condition [(a j ·a j+k )+(a N +1−j−k ·a N +1−j ) = 0], for odd k, implying that all even length autocorrelation sums are 0. All odd-length Barker sequences are skew-symmetrical. Skew-symmetrical sequences are known to attain the optimal merit factor value [6] [7] [8] .
As an example, we compare in Fig. 2 , the ideal auto-correlation function (ACF) corresponding to the M = 13 bit Barker code together with the CCF achieved using the classical optimal filtering technique [2, 3] . For the latter, we generated an optimal code q K,M , with length K = 2 · M + 1 = 27. The original Barker code used in this example was s 13 In Fig. 3 we show the spectrum S(f ) corresponding to both codes, s 13 and q 27, 13 . In Fig. 2 , the resulting CCF for q 27, 13 offers an improvement of 0.6 dB in ISL compared to the ACF of the original Barker code s 13 . However, OBS using classical filtering technique worsens, as shown in Fig. 3 .
If the same classical optimal filtering technique is applied to the M = 15 PRBS s 15 
, a slight improvement of 1 dB is seen in the ISL level, while the OBS increases by 1 dB. The classical filtering technique also resulted in a non-symmetric CCF, as shown in Fig. 4 . The magnitude of the frequency spectrum S(f ) corresponding to both s 15 and q 31, 15 is plotted in Fig. 5 .
In a similar manner, we have obtained Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , for the pair of Golay complementary sequences sa 16 original Barker code s 13 classical opt code q 27, 13 extended opt code q' 104, 13 1, 1, −1, 1}. In Figs. 2-7, the third plot is related to the extended optimal filtering technique proposed in this paper, as detailed in Subsection 3.2. We should notice that K = 2M for the Golay case since each original single sequence of the pair is even length, whereas K = 2M + 1 for the Barker and PRBS cases due to the odd length of these codes. The classical optimal filtering technique [2, 3] is used to obtain the code q = {q K } by minimizing the energy E in (3) of the correlation between q and the original signal s = {s M } with K ≥ M :
The solution vector q that minimizes the energy E must satisfy two constraints: the matrix A K×K = Λ·Λ H cannot be singular, and the zero-delay peak should remain unaffected to avoid the CCF distortion. Therefore, (3) is solved subject to the constraint indicated in (4)
resulting in the optimal code vector q K in (5),
with length K ≥ M . We can notice that the transformation by (5) turns the originally binary code s M into a multilevel or m-ary code. More specifically, the final achieved code q results to be K-ary. The reduction in the SLL is proportional to the length K; an obvious fact that larger codes yields lower SLL. As we illustrated in Figs. 2, 4 and 6, for this classical version of the optimal filtering technique, the CCF for the code q K presents an unequal distribution of the SL energy. We discuss a possible solution to this problem in the following subsection.
Modification of Classical Optimal Filters
It may be noted in (5) (6):
However, this code is not optimum in terms of simultaneous SLL and OBS capabilities, even when the length K is very large.
PROPOSED EXTENDED OPTIMAL FILTERING TECHNIQUE
The code q K in (5) results in a symmetrical matrix if it is applied to codes s M with some kind of symmetry or repetitive pattern, such as the Barker codes, as explained in Subsection 2.1 above. For a transmit sequence s M with non-repetitive behaviour, such as PRBS, a redistribution of (K − M ) null elements as indicated in (6) must be adopted to achieve the symmetry. We propose a transformation of the original code {s = s M }, into a new intermediate code s , {s 2M }, as indicated in (7):
A skew-symmetrical binary sequence s is achieved by the transformation proposed in (7). We also require a similar distribution of the (K − 2M ) null elements as in (6) , so the final intermediate code s is given as in (8):
If we now apply the optimal filter process to this new code s (8), we obtain an extended code q K with a length K = 2 · K ≥ 2 · M that follows the same expression given in (5), but with s (8) replacing s in (5). In the following subsections, we used this technique for three types of binary codes, namely PRBS, Golay, and Barker codes. We can notice that K is an entire multiple of the original length M for the Barker, PRBS and Golay cases due to the even length of the corresponding intermediate sequence s .
We also observe that the arrangement proposed in (8) maintains the skew-symmetry of the extended code. For this reason the CCF undergoes a remarkable improvement in terms of SSL and ISL, as demonstrated below.
Application of Extended Optimal Filters to Barker Codes
It may be observed in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3 that the improvement in terms of both ISL and OBS is also noteworthy when the proposed technique is used on the 13-bit Barker code s 13 (given in Subsection 2.1), resulting in the extended code tagged q 104,13 (given in Appendix A).
The ISL improvement ∆ ISL , the OBS improvement ∆ OBS , and the spectral decay can be shown to follow (9)- (11):
The parameter ∆ OBS indicates the ratio between the levels of the first spectral sidelobe corresponding to codes s M and q K ,M , evaluated at 1.5/T c , T c being the chip period.
Applications of Extended Optimal Filters to PRBS
We have used the extended optimal filtering in (7) with the same original PRBS code s 15 given in Subsection 2.1, for K = 8·M , M = 15, to produce the extended code q 120,15 (given in Appendix B). The CCF and the S(f ) corresponding to the extended code q 120,15 are shown in the third plot of Figs. 4 and 5. It may be noted in Fig. 4 that the proposed technique has resulted in a CCF with symmetrical pattern. We may also observe that the new code simultaneously optimizes both CCF SLL and frequency spectrum S(f ) corresponding to q 120, 15 , thereby providing significant OBS. Furthermore, the improvement in the ISL reduction is equivalent to an extension of the original signal length s from M to 8M .
Simulations have been performed for different values of M within the range [15, 2 13 − 1] and K = r · 2 · M, r = 1, 2, . . .. We noted that the ISL improvement ∆ ISL follows (12) , while the OBS improvement ∆ OBS follows (13):
The value ∆ ISL tends asymptotically to −50 dB after K ≥ 32M . For S(f ), the ∆ OBS is about 35.5 dB for K = 8 · M , ensuring a minimum OBS improvement of 25 dB when compared to that of K = 2 · M . The S(f ) tail decay for the extended code q K ,M can be evaluated using (14) :
The main advantage derived from the use of the extended optimal filter is that both ISL and OBS are reduced in direct proportion to the ratio K /M without distorting the main CCF peak. The effect on both ISL and OBS is due to the time spreading effect of the optimal filters on the original signal. The extended code q K ,M has the same energy as in s 2M , resulting in an unaltered main CCF peak as in (4), and distributing the SL energy by a time spreading factor K /M .
From (9)- (11) we observe that ∆ ISL and ∆ OBS are lower than that of obtained for the PRBS case given in (12)- (13) . However, the frequency spectral tail decay is steeper.
Applications of Extended Optimal Filters to Golay Code Pairs
For the Golay case, the ISL level, corresponding to a perfect code, is null. So, we can only band-limit its spectrum to comply with emission regulations or to decrease and/or eliminate the detection and intercept probability. The technique proposed for the PRBS case in Subsection 3.2 is also valid for Golay complementary code pairs. The expressions for ∆ OBS and the spectrum decay for the Golay single sequences can be shown to follow (15)- (16):
The CCF and S(f ) corresponding to the Golay extended optimal filter are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively. For these plots, we have used the same original Golay pair of codes sa 16 , sb 16 indicated in Subsection 2.1, to produce the extended code q 128, 16 (given in Appendix C).
Comparison of Extended Optimal Codes to Other Windowing Techniques
In Table 1 , we compare the CCF main peak loss, the sidelobe reduction ∆ ISL , and the OBS, ∆ OBS achieved using classical windowing techniques, and the extended optimal filters presented in this paper. It may be observed that, in terms of OBS, the best performance corresponds to the Blackman window. However, the extended codes 
DOPPLER AND MULTIPATH CAPABILITY OF EXTENDED OPTIMAL CODES
In Fig. 8 , we show the AF magnitude |χ(τ ; ν)| corresponding to the PRBS extended code q 120,15 . An accurate performance in both range and Doppler shift may be noted. The spreading of the SL energy by the spreading factor K /M is the key for this improved performance. Additionally, the multipath detection capability of the original signal s M is not affected by its transformation into the extended code q K ,M . In Fig. 9 , we have depicted an example of multipath resolution corresponding to the extended code q 120,15 obtained from the same original PRBS code s 15 given in Subsection 2.1, for K = 8·M , M = 15. Four multipath components were placed at delays 2·T c, 4·T c, 6·T c and 8·T c, with amplitudes of 0.75 V, 0.5 V, 0.25 V and 0.125 V respectively. The result shows that the new code q K ,M offers a multipath detection as good as the original signal s M , and this is even better in the case of low level amplitude echoes that can be undetected for the original signal due to the large intrinsic ISL value present in the PRBS. 
SIMULATIONS RESULTS
Following we summarize the simulations done in previous sections. The original Barker sequence s 13 with length M = 13 has derived in the optimal code q 27,13 (with length K = 2·M +1) and q 104,13 (with length K = 8 · M ). In Appendix A, we detail the three codes, s 13 , q 27,13 and q 104, 13 . In a comparative way, the CCF's corresponding to these three codes have been shown in Fig. 2 . The frequency spectra S(f ) of the three sequences are comparatively shown in Fig. 3 .
In a similar way, for a PRBS code s 15 with length M = 15, we have obtained the optimal code q 31,15 (with length K = 2 · M + 1) and the extended code q 120,15 (with length K = 8 · M ), as indicated in Appendix B. The CCF's corresponding to the three sequences s 13 , q 31, 15 and q 120,15 have been jointly plotted in Fig. 4 , and their frequency spectra S(f ) are shown in Fig. 5 .
In a similar way, for a pair of Golay codes s a and s b , each with length M = 16, we have obtained the optimal codes qa 32, 16 and qb 32, 16 (with length K = 2 · M ) and the extended codes qa 128, 16 and qb 128, 16 (with length K = 8 · M ). The codes derivation can be followed in Appendix C. The corresponding CCF's and S(f ) are shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 , respectively.
Finally, we have also simulated the performance of the presented approach in terms of multipath and Doppler resolution, just for the case of PRBS extended code q 120,15 (with length K = 8 · M ), as per Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 , respectively.
APPLICABILITY
In radar applications, appropriate transmit waveforms are of vital importance for applications such as target detection, non-ambiguous estimation of range and range-rate, accuracy, resolution, and clutter rejection. Therefore, the radar designer has to carefully examine and choose the transmit waveforms to achieve the desired objectives of the intended system. In general, the optimal design, involving both hardware and software components, usually performs optimally under specific operational conditions for which the system was designed. The performance of such a system may degrade if the operational environment undergoes an adverse change. Examples of such environmental degradation could include, among others, the increasing noise level, the changing propagation channel, jamming or interference(s), the nature of the targets, and so on. The radar system should, therefore, be capable of dynamically adjusting system parameters to optimize its performance. Adaptive techniques such as antenna beamforming or space-time adaptive processing [9, 10] , mainly at the receiver end, have been tried to mitigate these effects.
At the transmitter end, the adaptive-on-transmit (AT) methodologies based on the waveform design constitute the biggest family of AT approaches. The concept of AT is not new, having been considered at various stages in the past [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] . Technological advances over the last couple of decades in generating and manipulating digital waveforms have provided further impetus to real-time AT waveforms. AT methodologies can be further subdivided into waveform selection and waveform design. In the first case, the parameters of the transmitted signal can be adaptively selected from a predefined set. In the second case, the parameters are dynamically estimated according to the changing operational environment, thereby demanding large computational power. Both AT techniques, selection or design, are further constrained by the system hardware limitations. The trade-off between the system capabilities and the waveform-based AT approach makes it much harder to design an optimal performing system under all operational conditions.
Waveform-filter pair [18] is another AT technique used to overcome the constraint imposed upon the waveform selection and/or design technique. This technique has an additional advantage in terms of the sidelobe reduction in the CCF for systems utilizing noise-like or pseudonoise binary sequences, such as Barker codes, Minimum Peak Sidelobe (MPS) codes, and PRBS (also called maximal length sequences or m-sequences). PRBS waveforms are preferred for advantages over other binary codes and deterministic waveforms. These include low probability of detection (LPD) and intercept (LPI), better immunity to external electromagnetic interference (EMI), improved spectral efficiency, and immunity to jamming. However, the use of PRBS, gives rise to high correlation SLL, also called code self noise [19] . This latter is a well known problem in radar and communication systems that use binary sequences [20] . The longest known Barker code is a length 13 code with corresponding peak sidelobe ratio (PSL) of −22.3 dB [3, 21] . One of the best known MPS codes is of length 105 with corresponding PSL of −26.44 dB [3, 21] . PRBS provide a PSL that approach 10 · log 10 (1/M ), M being the code length [21] . The code self-noise makes it harder to detect the weaker echoes from smaller targets, thereby limiting the dynamic range of the radar system utilizing such waveforms. Different techniques have been proposed to minimize the SLL; these include windowing [22, 23] , coding [24] [25] [26] [27] , mismatched filtering [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] , and others [35, 36] , including waveform design [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] . In this latter group, we can include the Golay code pairs with null levels of SSL and ISL; however, despite of the advantages provided by the use of these code pairs, its use requires the transmission and reception of two single sequences instead of one [40] slowing down the response time of the systems.
Overall system performance can attain real-time enhanced detection performance by dynamically adapting the parameters of the transmitted waveforms such that SLL reduction is achieved. Adaptive sidelobe mitigation technique is however linked to the length M of the sequence. Although, varying the sequence length M to reduce the SLL can be seen as an effective AT technique, subject to hardware constraints, it usually works in trade-off with the spectral purity of the transmitted waveform. In general, binary sequences have significant out-of-band spectral leakage and are not spectrally clean or fully bandlimited. Spectrally clean transmitted waveform is an important design issue, if emission control levels must be respected. It also influences other system operational features, such as LPD and LPI.
Theoretically, the extended optimal filtering technique herein proposed can provide simultaneously both lower aperiodic CCF sidelobe levels and spectrally clean waveforms. The main CCF peak remains unaffected, resulting in a larger dynamic range of the system and better ability to detect weaker returns. The proposed technique has also shown to be Doppler resistant, and with a reliable multipath capability.
It can be used in real-time adaptive-on-transmit systems to mitigate the sidelobe noise due to the dynamically changing operational environment. It would only require to enlarge the code length K to achieve the desired specifications. So, at the receiver end, even in presence of adverse conditions, the received signal enables an optimum information retrieval. Despite of the longer time needed to transmit the resulting code, this fact does not necessarily lead to require generating or receiving hardware which additional improved specifications other than a larger memory buffer with is a not significant feature in the hardware existing at present. However, the additional transmitting time required could lead to larger system overhead which can affect the overall system performance in such a way that must be evaluated from the point of view of the specific advantage provided by the new code, such as the OBS or SSL improvement.
Extended codes, as herein proposed, possess narrowband features in its frequency spectrum. The no-lobule shape frequency spectrum S(f ) achieved by the extended codes impacts positively other features such as the low probability of detection (LPD) and intercept (LPI), better immunity to external electromagnetic interference (EMI), improved spectral efficiency, and immunity to jamming. The like-narrowband property would allow its use in spectrum sharing applications. In this scenario the extended codes can help to reduce the mutual interference between users.
Due to the above features, they could be applicable in communications with large number of interferers and jammers, either natural or man-made, for both military and non-military applications. For instance, it would be possible to deploy a communication system in any portion of the spectrum due to the small frequency bandwidth required, thereby avoiding interference with pre-existing systems (multifrequency allocation). The extended codes could significantly improve the safety level of critical communications.
Furthermore, the ability to use the extended codes with minimum SL would greatly enhance the radar image quality within a given medium, especially in ultrawideband (UWB) systems.
CONCLUSIONS
A design method to obtain extended optimal codes with optimal performance in terms of CCF SLL, ISL and OBS is proposed. The method is derived from the classical optimal filtering technique. It requires two steps to modify the input signal in order to achieve an optimal output waveform in both CCF and frequency spectrum. The first arrangement only achieves an improvement in terms of equal distribution and amplitude level of the CCF sidelobes, i.e., CCF SSL and CCF ISL. In the second step, named extended codes, we propose to provide skew-symmetry to the original input binary code as a modification suitable to achieve a simultaneous improvement in terms of equal distribution of the CCF secondary sidelobes and OBS.
The extended codes proposed in this paper offer simultaneous improvement in ∆ ISL and ∆ OBS , while retaining the main CCF peak unaltered. Such extended codes can be applied to any symmetric (such as Barker) or non-symmetric codes, such as PRBS and Golay complementary codes. These codes would be suitable for AT system to respond to the changing operational environment by extending the length K of the code. The parameter K has been found to be closely related to the value of both CCF sidelobes and out-of-band spectral purity. This latter feature is of importance in scenarios necessitating strict OBS requirements. The proposed technique has also been shown to have accurate range-Doppler and multipath capabilities. The like-narrowband shape of the frequency spectrum S(f ) related to the proposed extended codes impacts positively such important features as multiuser interference, and broadens the application field. This property would also contribute to reduce the interference with existing systems on a given frequency band of interest, providing so an interesting multi-frequency allocation feature. 
APPENDIX A.
We provide here the original Barker sequence s 13 with length M = 13, the intermediate code s 27 with the (K −M ) null elements, and the final optimal code q 104,13 as per Subsection 3.1 with length K = 2M + 1: −1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1, −1, −1, 1, −1, 1, −1} . Following, we show the modification of the classical optimal code by redistributing the (K-M ) zeros as indicated in (6) sb 16 = {1, 1, 1, −1, 1, 1, −1, 1, −1, −1, −1, 1, 1, 1, −1, 1} . 
